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Software testing is a well-known and popular
approach to ensuring quality software. It involves
execution of the software under test (SUT), in an
attempt to either offer some degree of confidence
that the software is relatively bug free, or to ac-
tually uncover bugs or problems (called failures).
Software testing has been studied for many years,
and has generated a large body of approaches,
methods, and techniques [1]. An assumption un-
derlying many of these approaches, however, is
that it is possible (and practical) to identify the
correctness of the SUT, when tested. Unfortu-
nately, this assumption does not always hold true,
and software testers often face the challenge of
testing software without being able to say whether
or not the output is correct — a situation known
as the Oracle Problem.

An innovative approach to dealing with the Or-
acle Problem is metamorphic testing (MT) [2],
which, instead of attempting to verify the correct-
ness of individual outputs of the SUT, uses iden-
tified relationships of the SUT’s problem domain.
These relationships, called metamorphic relations
(MRs), are often known properties of the function-
ality to be implemented by the software. If testing
an implementation of the sine function, then an

example of an MR is the metamorphic property of
sin (x) = sin (2π+ x). Although exact determina-
tion of the output’s correctness for any arbitrary
value of x may not be possible, a comparison of
this output with that for (2π+ x) should be rela-
tively easy. With such an MR, if the outputs are
not equal (after consideration of possible rounding
errors), then a bug must be present. MT has been
proven to effectively alleviate the Oracle Problem
in many different domains [3–6].

In addition to alleviating the Oracle Problem,
though, MT can be applied as a test case selec-
tion methodology in its own right. Even in situ-
ations where the SUT’s output can be verified —
that is, an oracle exists, and can be used — MT
has demonstrated excellent fault detection abili-
ties. To illustrate this, some recent cases will next
be presented.

The Siemens test suite1) is a collection of pro-
grams often used by the software testing commu-
nity to study the effectiveness of various testing ap-
proaches, and therefore represents some very well-
tested software. Furthermore, as new approaches
are proposed, they are often applied to this suite,
meaning that a great deal of popular and effective
test case selection strategies have been used to test
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these programs. However, in two recent, indepen-
dent studies, MT was able to detect previously un-
known bugs in three of the Siemens’ programs [7].
We believe that it is due to the fact that MT gen-
erates test cases from a different perspective, one
which was not considered by the other test case se-
lection strategies, that enabled detection of these
new failures [7]. This bug detection — of previ-
ously unknown bugs in such well-tested software
— is very strong support for the effectiveness of
MT.

A second example is “based on a particularly
clever application of metamorphic testing” [8].
Compilers are used to generate object code, and
it is therefore very important that they are bug-
free. Le et al. [9] effectively used an MR as fol-
lows: For a given compiler C, let O be the ob-
ject program generated when C is used to com-
pile source program P . Execute O on a particu-
lar input x, and identify the code in P which was
not executed. Construct another source program
P ′ from P by pruning some of the non-executed
codes. Then, use C to compile P ′, generating an-
other object program O′. Execute O′ on input x.
If the compiler is implemented correctly, then the
outputs for executing x with object programs O

and O
′ should be the same; otherwise the compiler

is buggy. At the time of publication, the authors
had generated “147 confirmed, unique bug reports
for GCC and LLVM alone”, of which already more
than one hundred had been fixed [9] — interested
readers may refer to2) for updates on the numbers
of identified and fixed bugs. The success of MT in
revealing such a huge amount of bugs for these two
popular compilers is a clear evidence of the effec-
tiveness of MT when used as a test case selection
strategy.

A third example of MT’s ability to detect
bugs was when MT was used to analyze feature
models—representations of (valid) features of a
software product. When Segura et al. [10] applied
MT to the analysis of feature models, they found
real-life defects in actual feature model analysis
tools: Two bugs in FaMa; and two in SPLOT.

A final example of MT’s ability to detect fail-
ure comes from NASA: The NASA Data Access
Toolkit allows analysts to query a large database

of telemetry data [11]. MT was applied to gen-
erate equivalent queries, which were executed in
different ways. Because the queries were equiv-
alent, different outputs meant the presence of a
bug. According to Lindvall et al. [11], this MT
approach detected several “confirmed issues”, and
is a “promising approach”.

As has been clearly shown, MT is not only an
excellent approach for alleviating the Oracle Prob-
lem, but is also an effective test case selection
strategy in its own right. Its future application
to the testing of all types of software, not only
those lacking oracles, promises to be an exciting
research area.
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